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Although lecturing has been the predominant mode of instruction since the foundation of universities in Western Europe over most of a millennium ago, the traditional "teaching by telling" approach is now being undermined by the latest neuroscience and educational science data. In a well-designed recent meta-analysis published by Freeman et al (2014), 158 studies of student performance under active learning were compared with 67 studies under traditional lecturing. The results demonstrate that active learning increases both performance and motivation, and decreases failures. As Louis Cozolino points out in his book « The Social Neuroscience of Education » (2013): « While teachers may focus on what they are teaching, evolutionary history and current neuroscience suggest that it is who they are and the emotional environment in the classroom they are able to create that are the fundamental regulator of neuroplasticity ». The same conclusions are certainly applicable to the teaching of clinical neurosciences. Hundred thirty years after the important contribution of Jean-Martin Charcot in La Salpêtrière to education in neurology by changing abstract teaching into concrete teaching by putting his patients on stage during the lecture, Roze et al have implemented in the same place a novel learner friendly program: « The Move ». To modernize the teaching approach while making it accessible and fun for students, staging elements of the TV show The Voice were incorporated (such as teams, battles, coaches, and performing in front of a jury). The Move belongs to a broad category of simulation-based learning. Comparing the performance of the students that participated in The Move program with a standard education group of students, The Move clearly improves medical student's long-term retention and delayed recall (30 months) of neurological semiology. Why is the Move program so efficient, and why is it particularly relevant for learning clinical neurosciences? Modern neurosciences who are interested in the mechanisms of learning provide strong clues to understanding the efficiency of innovative programs such as The Move.

First, the hub-and-spoke model of semantic cognition suggests that multimodal, sensorimotor, cognitive and emotional engagement, as well as personal engagement, constitute the core 'ingredients' for constructing concepts. Active and multimodal memory processes are significantly more efficient than passive and modality-specific processes (Lambon Ralph et al, 2017). At neuronal and synaptic level, multiple inputs such as sensorimotor, cognitive and emotional stimuli might contribute to induce heterosynaptic plasticity by cooperativity and promote long-term potentiation and, at cognitive point of view, long-term retention.

Second, observing the symptoms to recognize and reproduce them mobilizes directly the mirror neuron system (Rizzolatti et al, 2016) and promotes empathy (de Waal et al, 2017), an essential capacity for future clinicians. Moreover, the activation of the mirror neuron system is clearly superior if the action seen has already been personally experienced by the subject himself. Thus the prior imitation of a symptom favors its later both recognition and understanding of the suffering it induces (Schütz-Bosbach et al, 2007).

Third, most stages of learning are influenced by a positive emotional context (attention, detection of novelty, memorization, motivation, choice and decision). Conversely, negative emotions have a deleterious influence on learning of neutral information (such as general knowledge). Thus anxiety has a negative impact on attention, memory and metacognition (Arnstem, 2015). The friendly context of the Move program and the competition in order to win student battles mobilize together the dopaminergic reward system and promotes motivation, desire to do, attention and memorization. In the same way, the fun context and the friendly competition also favor the pleasure and the desire to do again. So liking and wanting are favored positively by this program (Colasanti et al, 2012). Moreover, mobilization
of the dopaminergic reward system contributes to promote both short and long term motivation (Howe et al, 2013; Westbrook et al, 2016).

The use of neuroscientific data is currently "à la mode" in the field of educational sciences. In the context of medicine learning, especially neurology, well conducted studies remain unfortunately rare. However, neuroscientists are particularly well placed to build this type of study, with a look at both innovative, because they are at the origin of the concepts newly highlighted, and critical regarding the cognitive processes and neuroanatomical substrates envisaged.

As a tribute to Jean-Martin Charcot, the inventor of Neurology, we must therefore thank Professor Emmanuel Roze’s team for having taken inspiration from this great precursor both to put into practice the most modern concepts of learning, and to demonstrate their efficiency. Neurosciences still have a lot to learn from neurosciences themselves.
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